
Bed & Breakfast

If you come into Rome from the north (FLORENCE-MILAN) direction on the Autostrada

A1 take the exit Roma Nord in the direction “SETTEBAGNI” which will take you  on to the SA-

LARIA: continue in the direction ROMA CENTRO. After 15 Km there is a junction on the right

towards S.PIETRO-FORO ITALICO, take this turn.

Drive straight ahead keeping to the left, drive under the second tunnel, where at the end there

are some traffic lights.

Keep straight( the stadio Olimpico is on your left).

Pass the stadio, drive on the left of the road(IMPORTANT) and at the next traffic lights turn right

on VIALE ANGELICO.

Keep on until the VIALE GIULIO CESARE crossing.

Turn left, take the first on the right(VIA SILLA) until you reach Via COLA DI RIENZO(CROSSING).

Turn right towards PIAZZA RISORGIMENTO.

The third on the right is VIA VESPASIANO, Roman Suite is n°48.

If you come from the South (NAPLES)

Take the A1 motor road MILAN-FLORENCE direction. Follow the directions for FIRENZE, A24

AQUILA-PESCARA, and leave the motor road in the direction TANGENZIALE EST-ROMA CENTRO

and follow the road until you reach the Tangenziale direction FORO ITALICO, follow the directions.

Drive straight ahead keeping to the left, drive under the second tunnel, where at the end there are

some traffic lights.

Keep straight( the stadio Olimpico is on your left)

Pass the stadio, drive on the left of the road(IMPORTANT) and at the next traffic lights turn right on

VIALE ANGELICO.

Keep on until the VIALE GIULIO CESARE crossing.

Turn left, take the first on the right(VIA SILLA) until you reach Via COLA DI RIENZO(CROSSING).

Turn right towards PIAZZA RISORGIMENTO.

The third on the right is VIA VESPASIANO, Roman Suite is n°48.

If you arrive from FIUMICINO AIRPORT

Train: from Roma Fiumicino the quickest way to reach us is the LEONARDO EXPRESS TRAIN.

www.adr.it) which leaves every 30 minutes from 6:30 till 23.30.

The cost of the ticket is 14 € one way.

The train finishes it ride at the TERMINI STATION.

Take the METRO A in direction BATTISTINI and get off at OTTAVIANO-SAN PIETRO-MUSEI

VATICANI( the ticket cost 1,5 €)
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Take the SAN PIETRO, VIA OTTAVIANO exit. Walk down VIA OTTAVIANO, then take the first

street on your right  VIA DEGLI SCIPIONI.

Continue untill you cross VIA VESPASIANO, then turn left

Roman Suite is n°48.

Taxi: there is a fixed charge for the city centre which is 48 € including luggage.

Take a white taxi which are municipal and have a meter.

If you arrive from CIAMPINO AIRPORT

There is a shuttle Terravision (www.terravision.eu) which leaves infront of the arrival Terminal and

will take you to the TERMINI TRAIN STATION, at Marsala road i. It takes 40 minutes and the

cost of the ticket is 4 €.

From the station get the METRO A and follow the directions as above

Taxi: there is a fixed charge for the city centre which is 30 € including luggage.

Take a white taxi which are municipal and have a meter.

If you arrive by train

Take the METRO A in direction BATTISTINI and get off at OTTAVIANO-SAN PIETRO-MUSEI

VATICANI( the ticket cost 1,5 €) 

Take the SAN PIETRO, VIA OTTAVIANO exit. Walk down VIA OTTAVIANO, then take the first

street on your right  VIA DEGLI SCIPIONI.

Continue untill you cross VIA VESPASIANO, then turn left

Roman Suite is n°48.
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